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The early French mathematician Pierre de Fermat (1601-1665) is well known for his misnamed
"Last Theorem," the conjecture that if n > 2, then the equation
x n + yn = z n
has no non-zero integer solutions. Many of us also know "Fermat's Little Theorem," that if p is a prime
number that does not divide a number a, then p divides a p !1 ! 1 .
It is less well known that Fermat left dozens, perhaps even hundreds of problems and conjectures
for his successors. Typically, Fermat would state a
problem in a letter to a friend. Sometimes he would claim
that he had a solution or a partial solution. Other times he
made no such claim. Many of Fermat's problems fell to
the new methods of calculus discovered by Newton and
Leibniz in the decade after Fermat died. Most of the rest
of them were solved in the 18th century, many by Euler.
The so-called "Last Theorem" remained unsolved until the
1990s.
This month we look at one of Fermat's other
problems, a problem in geometry that Euler solved in 1747
or 1748. Euler had apparently been reading a collection of
Fermat's letters, [Fermat 1658, Fermat 1894, pp. 402-408]
for he writes "A certain proposition is found in Fermat's
collected letters, which he proposed to be demonstrated by
geometers,"1 and that "up to now, no demonstration of it
has ever been provided." Euler claims that a proof "by
analysis," by which he means analytic geometry, is easy,
but that he will give an old-fashioned geometric proof.
Indeed, his proof, and even the style of his writing, is more
like the 17th century than his own 18th century.
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Fig. 1 – Fermat's diagram

Here and elsewhere we usually follow the fine 2005 translation by Adam Glover, then a student of Homer White at
Georgetown College and available at EulerArchive.org.
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As stated in undated letter (probably June 1658) from Fermat to Kenelm Digby, the problem is
this. Let ANB be a semicircle with diameter AB and where N bisects the semicircumference (See Fig. 1,
taken from [Fermat 1896, p. 406]). Let AD and BC be perpendicular to the diameter, of length AN and
BN respectively
AB
This makes AD = BC =
. Let E be an arbitrary point on the circumference. Draw lines EC and ED
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and let V and O respectively be the points where these lines cut the diameter.2 Then Fermat claims and
Euler proves that AV 2 + BO 2 = AB 2 . This sounds very Pythagorean.
Before Euler even states Fermat's conjecture, he proves a lemma.
Lemma: If a straight line AB (Fig. 2) is cut at points R and S, then the rectangle on the whole
segment AB in the middle part RS along with the rectangle on the extreme parts AR and BS equals the
rectangle from the parts AS and BR, that is
AB ! RS + AR ! BS = AS ! BR.

Fig. 2

Note that Euler speaks of the "rectangles" and not of products. He uses the old vocabulary,
describing the product of AB and RS as "AB in RS", in the style of the Renaissance geometers. He is
determined to solve Fermat's geometry problem in the spirit of 17th century geometry. His proof is
straightforward.
Proof:
Multiply by RS (he writes "drawing in RS")
Add
and get

AB = AS + BS

AB ! RS = AS ! RS + BS ! RS
AR ! BS = AR ! BS
AB ! RS + AR ! BS = AS ! RS + BS ! RS + AR ! BS.

The last two terms on the right can be rewritten as
BS ! RS + AR ! BS = BS ( RS + AR ) = BS ! AS.

Similarly,
Consequently we have
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AS ! RS + BS ! AS = AS ( RS + BS ) = AS ! BR.
AB ! RS + AR ! BS = AS ! BR.

Q. E. D.

Breaking with tradition, here O is not the center of the circle.
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The next to last step could have been clearer, but it does work out.
In case that proof was still too algebraic for his more traditionalist readers, Euler offers a second
proof in what he calls a scholion. This word "scholion" has largely fallen from the modern
mathematical vocabulary, so people are often perplexed when they see it. To Euler, a scholion is an
application of an idea or a technique that isn't as specific as an "example" would be. In this case, he
seems to be giving an example of more classical geometrical thinking, and gives us a less algebraic
proof.
Second proof: Make a copy of the line ARSB given above and call it arsB. Use it to make form
the square ABab shown in Fig. 3. Name the points c, d, e, f, g and h as shown in the diagram, and
denote by !Ae the area of the rectangle with diagonal Ae, etc. Euler also uses !Af to denote the area
of the rectangle with diagonal Af. In the illustration, this looks suspiciously like a square, but it isn't,
except in the unlikely event that AS = BR. In his translation Glover replaces all the rectangles with
squares. Here we repeat Euler's use of squares and rectangles, even though it seems misleading.
Euler calculates.
It is given that
Bs = BS,
Then

sr = SR

and ar = AR.

!AE =!ae.

Adding !cf to both rectangles gives

!Ae +!cf =!ae +!cf ,
or "Af =!ae +!cf .
But !ae ="af +!er
and so "Af ="af +!er +!cf
="af +!cr.
Substituting segments for sides of rectangles and squares,
we have

!Af = AS ! Br = AS ! BR
!af = ar ! BS = AR ! BS
and "cr = AB ! rs = AB ! RS.

Fig. 3 – Euler's second proof of his lemma

Putting these together, we get
AS ! BR = AR ! BS + AB ! RS
which proves the lemma.
Now Euler is ready to prove Fermat's theorem. We restate it using Euler's notation, and give it
with Euler's version of Fig. 1, including the auxiliary lines that Euler will add.
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"Fermat's theorem: If upon the diameter AB of the semicircle AMB (Fig. 4) there is a rectangle
ABFE, whose side AE or BF is equal to the chord of a quarter of that circle, that is to the side of its
inscribed square, and from the points E and F there are drawn two lines EM and FM to any point on the
circumference, then the diameter AB will be cut at points R and S such that AS 2 + BR 2 = AB 2 ."
Proof: From the point M, draw lines MA and MB, and extend them to where they meet the base
EF at points P and Q respectively.
Easily, we have a number of similar triangles, PEA, BFQ (and AMB), so PE:AE=BF:QF and so
PE ! QF = AE ! BF = EF 2 , and so 2PE ! QF = 2AE 2 . Because AE is the chord of the quadrant,
2AE 2 = AB 2 = EF 2 , and so it follows that 2PE ! QF = EF 2 .

Fig. 4 – Euler's diagram for Fermat's conjecture

The base PQ is cut by the points E and F (do you see the lemma coming) in such a way that the
double of the rectangle on the extreme parts PE and QF is equal to the square of the middle part EF, that
is to say 2PE ! QF = EF 2 . The segment AB is cut by points R and S in a similar way (i.e. preserving
proportions), so the same is true there, that is to say that 2AR ! BS = RS 2 . Because AS + BR = AB + RS ,
we have
AS 2 + BR 2 + 2AS ! BR = AB 2 + RS 2 + 2AB ! RS.
Taking for RS 2 its value 2AR ! BS we get

AS 2 + BR 2 + 2AS ! BR = AB 2 + 2AB ! RS + 2AR ! BS.
Now, by the preceding lemma,
which makes

AB ! RS + AR ! BS = AS ! BR ,
2AB ! RS + 2AR ! BS = 2AS ! BR .

Substituting this value into the previous equation gives rise to

AS 2 + BR 2 + 2AS ! BR = AB 2 + 2AS ! BR.
Eliminating common parts from both sides leaves

AS 2 + BR 2 = AB 2 .

Q. E. D.
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Euler wouldn't be Euler if he only solved
the problem and didn't give us anything more
than we asked for. He keeps going. But first he
gives us three lemmas, this time disguised as
theorems:
Theorem: The area of any triangle ABC
(Fig. 5) is equal to the rectangle from the halfsum of the sides in the radius of the inscribed
circle, that is
1
area !ABC = ( AB + AC + BC ) OP .
2
Euler's proof is the usual one. He takes
O to be the center of the inscribed circle. He
dissects the triangle into three smaller triangles,
ΔAOB, ΔAOC and ΔBOC, and he takes OR, OQ
and OP to be the respective altitudes of these
triangles. They are all radii of the inscribed
circle. His illustration misleadingly suggests
that AOP, BOQ and COR form straight lines. In
general, they do not.
Now, these three triangles each have area half their base times their height, so the area of the
whole triangle is half the sum of the three bases times their common height, that is the half-sum of their
sides times the radius of the inscribed circle.
Theorem: In Fig. 5, if we denote the half-sum of the
sides by S, then AR + BP + CQ = S .
This is a little surprising, because the points P, Q and
R are not necessarily the midpoints of their respective sides.
Recall, though, from the construction of the center O, that
segments AO, BO and CO are the bisectors of their respective
angles. Because the angles at P, Q and R are right angles, it
follows from the congruence theorems for right triangles that
AR = AQ, BR = BP and CP = CQ. Their sum is the
perimeter of the triangle, and the half sum is AR + BP + CQ.
Euler's third lemma involves volumes instead of
areas. Note that in Fig. 6, points A, B, C, P, Q, R and O are
described as they were in Fig. 5, though the triangle is not so
nearly equilateral and the inscribed circle is not shown. In
this version, it is much more clear that AOP is not a straight
line.
Theorem: "If, as before (Fig. 6), we let perpendicular
lines OP, OQ and OR be drawn from the center O of the circle inscribed in triangle ABC to each side,
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we get the product contained under the parts AR ! BP ! CQ is equal to the solid from the half-sum S of
the sides and the square of the radius of the inscribed circle, OP, that is
AR ! BP ! CQ = S ! OP 2 .
Euler's proof is rather computational, and it uses the previous theorem as a lemma. We leave its
proof as an exercise for the enthusiastic reader, with the hints that the angles at M are right angles and
that COM and PON are, as they appear, straight lines.
With these three theorems added to his toolbox, Euler is ready to give a new proof to a famous
result, what we know as Heron's formula. A beautiful exposition of Heron's own proof is in [Dunham
1990]. Euler does not mention Heron, and instead calls it a "common rule for finding the area of a
triangle given its three sides."
Theorem: The area of any triangle ABC is given if from the half-sum of its sides (which is S),
each side is successively subtracted, and the product of these three remainders is multiplied by S itself
and the square root of the product is taken. That is, the area of triangle ABC is
S ( S ! AB ) ( S ! AC ) ( S ! BC ) .
Proof: From the first of his three lemma-theorems, we know that the area of triangle ABC is the
half-perimeter S times the radius of the inscribed circle, OP, that is Area = S ! OP . From the third of the
lemma-theorems we know that S ! OP 2 = AR ! BP ! CQ . Multiplying both sides by S gives
S 2 ! OP 2 = S ! AR ! BP ! CQ .

This is the square of the area, so
Area = S ! OP = S ! AR ! BP ! CQ .

Now, the second of Euler's lemma-theorems tells us that

AR = S ! BC, BP = S ! AC and CQ = S ! AB .
By simple substitution, we get the result immediately,

Area !ABC = S ( S " AB ) ( S " AC ) ( S " BC ) .
Q. E. D.
Euler continues in the same vein with a proof of what is often called Brahmagupta's formula,
giving the area of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle in terms of the lengths of its four sides. Euler
describes a then-recent proof of the formula by Philip Naudé as "not only exceedingly intricate, with a
multitude of lines covering the figure so that it cannot be understood without the greatest attentions, but
also the clear vestiges of analytical calculus everywhere create too much of a problem." This is the
same Philip Naudé who several years earlier had posed a problem in partitions that now bears his name.
[Sandifer 2005b] Euler had praised Naudé back then, but clearly didn't think much of his skills at
geometry. Indeed, Euler's diagram (Fig. 7) is very simple, but his proof, including all his new lemmas, is
six pages long, and we omit it. Curious readers can refer to Adam Glover's fine translation on line at
EulerArchive.org.
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Thus far, beyond his proof of Fermat's conjecture, Euler has given us only new proofs of old
results. Euler closes his paper, though, with "another theorem, which up to now has neither been
proposed or demonstrated. It involves a remarkable property of general quadrilaterals." Indeed, it was
this theorem that first attracted me to this paper, and it was the subject of an earlier column titled "The
Euler-Pythagoras Theorem." [Sandifer 2005a] It has been pleasant to revisit it.
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